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C.S. Lewis wrote that there are two dangers when dealing with the topic of 

demons.  One is having the attitude that demons don’t exist, while the other 

is being overly fascinated with them.  However, for Jesus and for the people 

of his time, demon possession – or what Mark refers to as “unclean spirits” - 

was very real and very dangerous.  In the course of his ministry, Jesus spent 

a lot of time casting out many unclean spirits from people he met. 

 

Now I’d hazard a guess that most of us here either don’t believe in demons 

or don’t give them a second thought.  We may dismiss exorcism stories as 

mythology, or maybe they give us the heebie-jeebies and only bring to mind 

the movie the Exorcist, or we chalk up the demon possession stories we read 

in the Bible as stories about people who suffer from a mental illness, and go 

about our way the rest of the week.   

 

But today, I’m asking you to set aside any preconceived notions you have of 

demons and consider that maybe they are real.   

 

So here we are in the Gospel according to Mark, and Jesus’ first public act 

of his ministry is an exorcism.  It’s the first thing he does.  I think it’s fair to 

say that what we do says something about who we are, and first impressions 

make a lasting impression.  So why does Mark have Jesus perform an 

exorcism as the first act of his public ministry, and what does that say about 

Jesus and about God?  What point is Mark trying to make?   

 

As somewhat of an aside, We had an interesting discussion last week at the 

Adult Discussion Group about the Bible and how to read it; because most 

people mistakenly look at the Bible, or read the Bible, as they would a 

history book.  In fact, this topic recently came up at dinner at our house, 

because Tommy’s World History/Geography teacher uses the story of 

Genesis in his class, and Terry and I aren’t sure why (he did the same thing 

when Henry had him), but we know it makes us very cautious – especially 

when it’s laid beside the theory of evolution, which we think is what is going 

on – because the Bible is neither history nor science – it’s a theology book. 

 



The gospel writers are not historians.  They’re writers interested in telling a 

good story that supports their thesis, and sometimes in order to do that, you 

aren’t always interested in getting the facts right.  Which means that each 

and every time we read from their work we’re invited to notice details of 

their stories in order to grasp what they’re trying to tell us about God.   

 

In the gospel according to John, Jesus’ first act is turning water into wine – a 

sign of abundance that points us to the abundant life John promises we’ll 

find in Jesus.  This is John’s thesis. In Luke, Jesus’ first act is preaching a 

sermon in his hometown about how he’s come to set the poor and captive 

free and how the Lord favors the poor – a theme Luke tells throughout his 

gospel.  Because this is his thesis.  And in Matthew, Jesus begins with the 

Sermon on the Mount, a sign that he is a teacher and the new lawgiver. That 

is Matthew’s point.  

 

But Mark begins with an exorcism, which points us to his thesis, and that is 

that Jesus has come to oppose all the forces that keep the children of God 

from the abundant life God wants us to have.  Jesus has come to oppose all 

the forces that keep the children of God – that’s us -- from the abundant 

life God wants us to have.  This is Mark’s point.  And this message matters 

because it’s still the case (true):  God does want the most for us from this life 

and God does stand in opposition to anything that robs us of the joy and 

community and purpose for which we were created.  God stands opposed to 

all those unclean spirits, all those demons that we just can’t get off our backs 

but are robbing us of life.   

 

Seen this way, Mark’s story about demon possession is now personal, and 

real.  Not real in the factual sense like a history book would be, but real in 

the sense that all of us have first-hand experience with forces that either 

currently possess us or have possessed us in the past.   

 

These forces might be anger, or jealousy, or envy.  Maybe you’ve lashed out 

at someone and said some things you regret.  Maybe you’ve been jealous or 

envious and used your resources in ways you regret.  Or maybe you’ve been 

possessed by addictions to alcohol, drugs, gambling or pornography.  Those 

are real demons.  Or maybe you’ve been possessed by more society-

approved unclean spirts like workaholism or affluenza or greed.  Or maybe 

you’re possessed by the spirit I call the “I’m not spirit”, as in “I’m not 

worthy” or “I’m not good enough” or “I’m not attractive enough” so you 



settle for less than you’re worth and less than what God thinks you’re worth 

and what God wants for you.   

 

Friends, I would counter that all of these unclean spirits are as dangerous in 

our day and age as the unclean spirits in the Bible were, because they have 

the capability of settling into our minds, and spirits, and bodies just like they 

did in Jesus’ day and age, and there they take root and take hold and possess 

us. 

     

But Since Jesus has never been one to tolerate feelings of insufficiency, 

since Jesus is the one who offers us abundant life, and since Jesus has never 

been one to believe his worst critics, he exorcises the unclean spirit from the 

man, which now leave the demon without a human host.    

 

It was a known fact in Jesus’ day that demons hate to be homeless.  Now 

why would demons care if they were homeless or not?  Because if they don’t 

have a home, they don’t have any power.  A demon is only as powerful as 

the person it possesses, so if the person no longer allows the demon take 

control of his or her life, the demon no longer has any power.  

 

I mean, just think about it, if we allow bad habits, bad influences, or 

destructive forces to make up a home in us, we’ve allowed those things to 

have power over us.  But the minute we evict them, they no longer have the 

control they once did.  When we allow God to work in our lives, and not 

stand opposed to what God wants to do, those unclean spirits no longer have 

control.   

 

And I do believe that God is at work, cleansing us from such spirits.  How, 

you might ask?  Well, sometimes God works in dramatic and sudden 

encounters, like the one hear about in our story – and maybe you’ve had an 

encounter that was sudden and dramatic and filled with grace and mercy.  

But sometimes, the road to healing and restoration takes time and/or 

company.  Sometimes it happens in a grief support group, or AA, or a 

parenting group, or a therapist’s office, or counseling sessions, or a host of 

other places.  But God is at work in all these ways, and so any more, to free 

us from the unclean spirits that still possess us, because God wants us to be 

free, and God stands opposed to anything, or anyone, who robs us of the joy 

and community and purpose for which we were created. 

 

  



 
Because against all of the unclean spirits stands the voice of the One who 

still crosses boundaries to cast out those forces that rob us of life. 

  

At the end of the story, the people who saw what happened were amazed 

because they knew they had just witnessed a new authority.  Amid all the 

voices and spirits that clamored for their attention, the people knew that this 

one was raised above all the rest.  Because this voice liberates and heals.  

(And then Mark tell us that Jesus’ fame began to spread throughout the 

region.)   

  

I think the lesson here, and the question for us, is what spirits will we allow 

to take hold in us, and what authority will we let them have in our lives?  

Will we let them take root and fester, or will we allow God’s spirit to take 

root, even when that means we have to work really hard and fight really hard 

to make that happen?  Because let’s be honest, sometimes those unclean 

spirits do seem beyond our control.  And yet, when that happens, when we 

feel like we’re sinking, we, as a community of faith, as followers of Jesus 

Christ, can like the people in Mark’s gospel, stand amazed, and strengthen 

and encourage each other to live into the future God wants for us.  We can 

do that. 

  

Friends, I know I’ve shared this story with you before, more than once in 

fact, but it’s worth sharing again, in light of the topic and in light of 

Maddie’s baptism. 

 

When I was a little girl, my grandmother used to say to me, “Oh Annie, 

you’re just as beautiful on the inside as you are on the outside.”  I knew it 

was a nice thing for her to say, but I didn’t understand what it meant.  And 

then as I got older, especially as a teenager, I didn’t feel too pretty on the 

outside and I didn’t always feel too pretty on the inside, either.  But Mimi 

was always there, reminding me that I was both.  There were lots of 

influences that wanted me to believe it was what was on the outside that was 

most important, but Mimi’s admonition was her gentle way of reminding me 

that what is on the inside is what’s most important.   

 

Friends, there are times in all of our lives when we don’t feel so beautiful, on 

the outside or the inside.  There are times when people or forces try to break 

down our spirits and rob us of the joy and love God intends for us; and at 

those times it will seem like the unclean spirits are winning.  But our 



baptisms are a reminder that God thinks we’re beautiful, on the inside and 

the outside because we are marked as Christ’s own and given the assurance 

that no matter what the unclean spirits might say, we belong to God and God 

loves us no matter what.   

 

Amen. 
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